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Kia ora. welcome.
The Pathway Charitable Group Annual Report

“Your people will rebuild the ancient ruins and will raise up the
age-old foundations; you will be called repairer of broken walls
and restorer of streets with dwellings.” Isaiah 58 vs.12

Pathway Trustees
(L-R) Steve Jukes, Matthew Gray, Victor Tan, Murray Kennedy

It’s fair to say that 2018-2019 has been
a significant year for our organisation.
October was our 20th anniversary, which
was celebrated with many of our most loyal
supporters and some key staff, past and
present, who have helped us get this far.
Mike Goatley, Mike Cooper, Gay Oakes, John
Hearne, and Ant Brett were all names from
the past that were honoured on the night and
given their place on our Pathway ‘legends
board’ at the office!

Commercial Manager, to which he is settling in
well. Marketing Manager Nina Campbell also
moved on during the year after her second stint at
Pathway and will be equally missed.

In August, we sadly farewelled Alloyfold’s Gregg
Hagen who had been with us for nine years, as
International Sales Manager and later progressing
to General Manager. Gregg played a significant
role in Alloyfold’s growth and we’ll all miss him.
Chris Colenso has replaced Gregg, joining us as

Another highpoint was the installation of two large
Alloyfold projects - the 1,405 seat auditorium at
Life Church’s new campus in Auckland, and the
2,340 seat Arena Manawatu Stadium which was
commissioned and installed. Both were great jobs
for Alloyfold, showcasing our products. These

There have been some good wins over the year.
The official launch of The Navigate Initiative was
a standout highlight. This collaboration between
Pathway and The Department of Corrections paves
the way, as the first partnership of its kind, and a
long time in the planning. You can read up on this
later in this report.

projects are highlighted in the following pages.
Notably, Pathway also launched He Kete Oranga
O Te Mana Wāhine - A Woman’s Journey of
Recovery, at the Pathway Retreat site. Officially
opened in June 2019, by the Corrections Minister,
the programme is a collaboration with Odyssey
House, which provides much needed drug and
alcohol support for women leaving prison.
Amidst these great successes, the year has not
been without its trials. We have experienced
some significant financial challenges across
the Pathway Charitable Group. We have had to
restructure some areas and look at ways to reduce
costs, due to overall sales in our businesses not
reaching budget. The situation remains tight and
the Pathway Charitable Group continues to look at
ways of operating more efficiently.

The following pages contain the reports from our
various departments, and most importantly the
stories of some of those who’ve been offered fresh
starts.
As always we are grateful and humbled by the
generosity of all our supporters who make this
work possible.
Yours in faith,

Murray Kennedy
CEO
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Ways we say yes.

Pathway Charitable Group

Social services
PRISON REINTEGRATION

EMPLOYMENT

Our reintegration service helps people leaving
prison make a fresh start. We support people to
make the difficult transition from prison back into
the community through a wrap-around programme
that includes community based social services,
new employment possibilities and suitable
accommodation options.

Our employment initiatives are about providing
opportunities for people who need help finding
a job or learning new skills, to improve their
success in the workplace.

This does make a difference. Independent
research conducted by Independent Research
Solutions found that men who engage with
Pathway Reintegration are 43% less likely to be
re-imprisoned within 12-months of their release,
than men not participating in the programme.
Our reintegration services include:
Community support work pre and post-release,
employment opportunities, restorative justice
services, community mentors, drug and alcohol
support, and accommodation.

ACCOMMODATION
Affordable Housing: The Affordable Housing
arm of our organisation aims to break intrafamily cycles of poverty through affordable
accommodation and home-ownership. We do this
through the provision of four rental properties and
an ongoing property development project.
Retreat Accommodation: Our rural retreat in
Motukarara has undergone a transformation of
purpose. The facility now accommodates our new
programme, ‘He Kete Oranga O Te Mana Wāhine
- A Woman’s Journey of Recovery’, which is the
South Island’s only residential drug and alcohol
treatment centre exclusively for women.

S o c i a l E n t e r p ri s e

Alloyfold
Effuzi
Funding

Supported Employment: We provide a
supported employment service that offers
employment assistance to released prisoners
in cooperation with local partner employers.
This service includes transition support into the
workforce and help finding a suitable employer.
Oak Tree Devanning: Oak Tree is a professional
container devanning and labour hire company
that offers opportunities for employment, training,
and skill-development to some of our Pathway
clients and the general public. Staff learn to be
part of a team and work towards the common
goal of providing the best service to customers.
Oak Tree is a social enterprise, operating under
the Pathway umbrella.

NZIBT

Pathway Social
Enterprise Hub

Funding

Supporting new social
enterprises

Affordable
Housing

Oak Tree

Employment

Providing
a home

Reintegration

Retreat

Fresh starts

Residential drug
& alcohol treatment

Supported
Employment
Work readiness
& placement

S o ci al S er vic e s

Yes. we help people make a fresh start.
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Yes. to a fresh start

Pathway Reintegration

Pathway Trust staff

Carey Ewing
Reintegration Manager

Carla McArdle
Tu Ora Navigator

Luan Smith
Tu Ora Navigator

5

RESTORATIVE
JUSTICE
CONFERENCES

Kirsten Billcliff
Chief Development Officer

Chrissie Curtis
Employment Consultant

Anaru Baynes
Tu Ora Navigator

38

MEN SUPPORTED
THROUGH THEIR
RELEASE

Steve Jukes
Executive Director

Luke Kenmare
Employment Consultant

Francis Fasso
Tu Ora Navigator

Geoff Howard
Reintegration Team Leader

Renee Jones
Volunteer & Mentor Coordinator

32

MEN PASSED THE
6-MONTH MILESTONE
IN THE COMMUNITY

147

PEOPLE IN TOTAL
SUPPORTED BY
PATHWAY

The last 12-months have been
significantly busy for the Pathway
reintegration team. This year we have
brought to life our vision of running a
pre-release preparation unit within the
prison wire. On 8 October 2018, the Navigate
Initiative - Reintegrative Community (NI) was
officially blessed and opened at Christchurch
Men’s Prison.
Within this unique unit, we are now able to start
forging relationships with the men 6 to 12-months
before their release which can then be continued
post-release. This gives us time to develop life
skills, build supportive relationships, and build
transition plans which are put into action with
our existing post-release team. The opening of
the NI is a big step forward in our long-term goal
of building a world-class prisoner reintegration
programme.
The NI has been made possible thanks to the
support of the wider community, through funding
assistance and providing educational and social
resources. One of the objectives was to create
a space within the prison, where the community
could exist and work in partnership with the
Department of Corrections. To date, we have
welcomed over 20 NGOs and many individuals
who have come into the unit to share their skills
with the men; from cooking to driving lessons,
from music lessons to writers’ groups, cultural
development, social media education, employment
preparation and so much more. There are simply
too many groups and individuals to thank directly
- but to each of those who have contributed time
and invested in the lives of these men, thank you.

To make this special partnership with
Corrections possible, we had to find a unique
funding approach. We were not prepared to
wait for the funding to ‘just turn up’ or to
enter into a contractual arrangement with
Corrections, but rather develop a social
investment/crowdsourcing model which
engaged the community. Over 80 different
individuals, churches, businesses and trusts,
led by our social enterprise Alloyfold, all
committed to buying $1,000 ‘supporter
shares’ annually for 5-years. Many have
committed to more than one supporter share
per year. These donations will enable us to
create a safer and happier community
through better reintegration outcomes for
prisoners.
This partnership model has been embraced
by the Department of Corrections, and we
are grateful for the opportunities this has
created by allowing us to share the prison
space. Over the next 12-months, we will
continue to transition our existing postrelease reintegration service to be
completely aligned with the NI unit,
consolidating the services.
Thank you to all our supporters, partners,
investors and my team - you create new
possibilities every day.

Carey Ewing
Reintegration Manager
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“Once they have a job, you can
see them grow in confidence.
That’s something I’ll never get
tired of seeing. It is definitely a
business area worth exploring.
I’ve learned a lot from these men
and I would do it all over again in
a heartbeat.”
- Rob, employer of Pathway clients

Yes. to meaningful employment
Pathway Supported Employment Service
Our employment service helps people leaving
prison find opportunities for meaningful
employment. This service includes a fourweek work assessment, assistance with a
CV, interview skills, a job search and in many
cases a match, and six weeks of transition
support with a suitable employer, or a fourweek work trial for those not yet work-ready.
In 2018-2019, we maintained our successful track
record as a leading provider of employment services,
and further deepened our relationship with the
Department of Corrections. This is largely due to the
relentless efforts of our employment consultants,
Chrissie Curtis and Luke Kenmare.
When comparing the annual outcomes of the four
government-funded, employment support providers,
Pathway has been the standout, handling 11% of all
enrolments nationwide. Out of all enrolments in the
country, we achieved the highest rate of placements
for those who had passed a 6-month milestone,
placing 63%. This means, across all employment
support providers in New Zealand, Pathway’s
outcome is twice as good as the national average for
those who stay in a job for 6-months or longer.
Therefore Corrections have sought a variation of
the employment contract we’re currently working
on. Moving forward, this will see us offering a
smaller, more focused employment support service

97

PEOPLE ENROLED IN
OUR EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES

73

EMPLOYERS IN
OUR EMPLOYMENT
NETWORK

exclusively for the men of the Navigate Initiative,
the women of He Kete Oranga O Te Mana Wāhine,
as well as some additional complex cases.
Funded by a generous donor, Pathway
commissioned a research study on employing
offenders in Canterbury, published this year by
Dr Jarrod Gilbert, Trevor Best and Ben Elley.
The objective of the study was to gain valuable
insight into motives and barriers to employment
from the employer’s perspective. Results showed
that barriers were not proportionate to job
performance. Many employers were prepared to
provide opportunities to ex-offenders, so long as
they had support in place to avoid reoffending,
and were ready and skilled to work. The research
supported the Pathway employment model for
released prisoners, and helped us gain a clearer
understanding of the employers of Pathway clients.
Our employment consultants have seen first-hand
how the lives of clients are transformed by gainful
employment. This can only be enabled by our
partner employers who continue to give our clients
a second chance at entering the workforce.

Carey Ewing
Reintegration Manager

62

PEOPLE
COMMENCED
EMPLOYMENT

63%

STILL IN EMPLOYMENT
SIX MONTHS LATER
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Yes. to a good home
Pathway Affordable Housing
We know that securing quality accommodation
is a challenge for our clients and for many
individuals and families living on the margins
of our society. We also know that access to
warm, dry, safe, and affordable housing is
critical to the stability of our communities.
To help our clients and other families who
may be struggling with accommodation,
we offer affordable homes to rent, and have
an affordable home-ownership project in
development.

AFFORDABLE HOME-OWNERSHIP:
The $1.2M investment required to undertake
our affordable home-ownership project has been
secured, the builders have been contracted, and
the building consents have been approved during
this financial year. We are delighted to advise that
the project is underway for the construction of four
new, high-quality three-bedroom homes in East
Christchurch. We only await resource consent (for
the intensification of the land), before our affordable
housing arm can move to the next stage. These
homes will be offered for sale to young families with
financial barriers to conventional home-ownership.

AFFORDABLE RENTAL ACCOMMODATION:
The majority of our tenants gain access to one
of our rental properties through our reintegration
services, but all of our tenants have access to
social support including community support
workers and mentors. Our rental accommodation
is usually a short-term solution until a more
permanent housing solution can be identified
as part of a personal reintegration programme.
At Pathway, we ensure a good quality standard
of living is maintained in our rental properties,
including comfortable furnishings. In addition,
significant repairs and maintenance of our
properties have been required, most of which has
been provided by Switched On Building Solutions,
who kindly volunteer the required hours for this
work.

Steve Jukes
Affordable Housing
Executive Director

“It has been great to be
part of Pathway’s vision,
if only in a small way.”

12 PEOPLE
WERE PROVIDED
WITH AFFORDABLE
RENTAL HOUSING

$1.2M

HAS BEEN SECURED
FOR THE AFFORDABLE
HOUSING PROJECT

30 HOURS
VOLUNTEERED
TO RENOVATE
AND MAINTAIN

- Switched On
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Yes. to unlocking women’s potential
He Kete Oranga Te Mana Wāhine
After 19-years of successfully helping people
with accommodation, the Pathway Retreat in
Motukarara is set for a new chapter.

to provide support for employment, supported
living, and reintegration for up to 12-months
after residential care.

Support for women leaving prison has become
an increasingly urgent unmet need in New
Zealand. Over the last decade, the women’s prison
population has increased by more than 70%.
Services to assist these women, particularly in the
area of specialist substance abuse and mental
health treatment, require immediate attention.

Over the course of the year, we have
secured government funding for the first
year of operation thanks to the support of
the Department of Corrections High Impact
Innovation Programme. Between Pathway and
Odyssey House, we have developed the highly
scheduled programme tailored for women,
contributed the residential space, provided initial
funding, as well as delivered many voluntary
hours for the facility refurbishment.

For this reason, Pathway has partnered with
Odyssey House Trust, a local NGO, to transform
the Pathway Retreat into the South Island’s only
residential drug and alcohol centre for women:
He Kete Oranga O Te Mana Wāhine ‘A Woman’s
Journey of Recovery’.
The 12-month pilot programme starting in June
2019, will provide voluntary residential treatment
and support for approximately 30 women who
are currently under the management of the
Department of Corrections. To enable its residents
to break the cycle of addiction and reoffending, the
women will participate in a 16-week programme
that directly addresses substance dependencies,
safe housing, whānau and employment support.
The programme also includes an aftercare service

FIRST

RESIDENTIAL DRUG &
ALCOHOL CENTRE
FOR WOMEN IN THE
SOUTH ISLAND

$974,000
SECURED
GOVERNMENTAL
FUNDING

This new era for the Retreat was recognised
with an opening ceremony in June 2019,
officiated by Hon Kelvin Davis, Corrections
Minister.
We are excited about the new possibilities
He Kete Oranga O Te Mana Wāhine will unlock
for women in our city.

Steve Jukes
Affordable Housing
Executive Director

62%

OF WOMEN IN PRISON
HAVE BOTH MENTAL
HEALTH & SUBSTANCE
DISORDERS

5.6.2019. Official opening of
He Kete Oranga O Te Mana Wāhine.
(L-R) Steve Jukes, Murray Kennedy, Victor Tan, Hon Kelvin Davis
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Yes. pathway helped me make a fresh start
Jevon’s* story
“Being born and raised in a rough upbringing
in Southland during the late 1990s, I’ve
experienced some violent gang wars. My
whole world consisted of violence, I didn’t
know there was any other way of life.
As simple as it sounds, you can’t do better if
you don’t know any better.”
“At 19, I was sentenced to life for murder. When
the parents of the victim visited me in prison, the
father looked me in the eye and said, ‘I won’t
be able to forgive you if you don’t change.’ That
moment stuck with me, it was the push I needed.
I went back into my cell, thought about it for a long
time, and finally decided to change my life.
From that moment on it was a done deal, I never
looked back.
It took me about four years to unlearn everything
I had learned in my previous life. I was angry a lot
during that period because I felt like I had been
deceived by my environment. I must have read
thousands of books in prison. But to truly change
my habits I needed to get to know other people
and experience first-hand what it means to react
appropriately, how to deal with my emotions, and
how to broaden my horizons.

“I would like to be the
mentor that I needed
in my early years.
Good mentors are the
most important part of
change, in my opinion.”
- Jevon*

Luckily I met the right people who were able to
give me guidance on these things. One of them
was a literacy teacher in Christchurch Men’s
Prison who taught me differently and really
believed in me. One day he told me to study
business at university, because I had the brains
for it. I laughed, it completely took me by surprise
because it was something I never would have
considered. But I believed him and actually started
studying. It turned out he was right. I also studied
agriculture, philosophy and anthropology and came
out top of my class.

Another important tutor in my life was my art
teacher. She could see who I was rather than what
I had done. That was one of the most empowering
encounters I have ever experienced.
Over the years, I’ve had the incredible opportunity
to meet 5-6 mentors who are still only a phone call
away. Carey is certainly one of them. I met him in
2007 in Rolleston prison and we stayed in contact.
He helped me during my hardest time in prison:
after I was declined at my first two parole boards.
I felt like all the hard work I had done was for
nothing. I was so close to being released, but so
far away at the same time. Carey prepared a whole
reintegration package for my third parole meeting,
which hadn’t been done before, and it paid off.
I was released in 2015.
Now I have a permanent job. I helped set up and
am now consulting on the Navigate Initiative. I even
spoke alongside Carey at the 2018 Restorative
Justice Conference in Wellington. In the next few
months, I’ll go back into prison to be a cultural
advisor and a mentor to others in the NI. I truly
believe I can contribute and pass on my experience
since I’ve lived through it all myself.
My dream is to get a job within an intervention
programme that helps to upskill at-risk youth
before they become part of a gang. I often think
back to that conversation I had with the victim’s
father. I have yet to forgive myself for what I have
done. I’m trying to give back to the community as
much as I can to feel worthy. But it’s only been 15
years - maybe I will one day. I’m still waiting for it
to happen, until then I will try and help others on
the same path.”
- Jevon*
Pathway client
*name has been changed
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Yes. our people make a difference
Alloyfold staff

Ashley Gayle
NZIBT Sports Tour Director
US Account Manager

Eva Chen
Quality Control Manager

Suki Lee
Quality Control Manager

Wendell Hart
US Logistics

Murray Kennedy
CEO

Chris Colenso
Commercial Manager

Marcus Daff
Financial Controller

Nina Campbell
Marketing Manager

Randal Jordon
Inventory Accountant

Matt Le Breton
Purchasing Manager

Tyler Tao
Purchasing & Sales
Administrator

Jesse Brown
Warehouse Coordinator

Chris Shute
AU Sales Manager

Jo Triplow
NZ Sales Manager

Murray Treweek
Effuzi Division Manager

Damon Shute
AU Account Manager

Sage Gwatkin
Systems Administrator

Martin Falconer
IT Coordinator

Vera Schüller
Marketing Coordinator

Gabriella Kennedy
Marketing Assistant

David Boone
NZ Account Manager

Tania Skerten
Effuzi Account Manager

Rebecca Breen
NZ Account Manager

Brooke Shute
AU Account Manager

Melissa Sleeman
Finance Administrator

Alla Balahnicova
Administrator & Receptionist
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Yes. one chair can change a life
Alloyfold
In 1998, Alloyfold began with a simple idea. Manufacture furniture to
offer employment to people who need a fresh start, and make money
in the process. Now, 20 years on, Alloyfold is a leading wholesaler
of some of the most durable commercial furniture on the market.
Operating in New Zealand, Australia and the United States, Alloyfold’s
profits are invested back into Pathway Trust.
Following a record year in 2017-2018, Alloyfold has faced a number of
challenges with a downturn in sales growth in Australia, and the trade battle
between the US and China affecting ongoing sales for the US.
However, even in the current climate, we have seen New Zealand and the US
markets both achieve growth with the completion of several significant projects.
One in particular is the large-scale installation of the Debussy auditorium seat at
Life Central Church in Auckland. Another one is the completion of the retractable
seating system at the Central Energy Trust Arena in Manawatu, New Zealand.
These are fantastic points of reference for Alloyfold, and two of the biggest
projects completed to date.

103,011

CHAIRS SOLD IN TOTAL

19%

INCREASE IN SALES FROM 2018

The inclusion of the new Hagen and Luca chairs into the current convention
seating range, along with the new Tip and Roll stadium seating, will complement
the available range across all markets, including the US.
Alloyfold has also undergone an organisational restructure, which will position
the business for growth in the future.
This year we have sadly said farewell to long-serving team members Gregg
Hagen, General Manager, and Nina Campbell, Marketing Manager.
Both will be missed and we wish them the very best with their new endeavours.
In September 2018, it was my pleasure to join the organisation as the new
Commercial Manager.

18.09 KM

OF FABRIC USED TO
UPHOLSTER CHURCH CHAIRS

Alloyfold’s outlook for the year ahead is stable. We expect to see further growth,
thanks to a solid pipeline of opportunities, our new product ranges, and the
calibre of staff we employ; and as a result, help even more people make a
fresh start.

Chris Colenso
Commercial Manager

Auckland Life Central Church,
New Zealand.
1,405 Debussy fixed seats.
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Central Energy Trust Arena,
New Zealand.
2,340 Retractable Box Seats.

Kingdomcity Church,
Australia.
2,300 Church Chairs.

Department of Post,
New Zealand.
28 Tchaikovsky Seats.

All Occasions Party Rental,
United States.
1,170 Chiavari Chairs.
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Yes. to employment opportunities
Oak Tree Devanning
Recognised as a social enterprise in its
purest form, Oak Tree is a professional
container devanning company that offers
opportunities for employment, training, and
skill development for people with barriers to
employment. Profits generated by Oak Tree
are returned to the Pathway Trust.
The economic climate was particularly difficult for
Oak Tree Devanning in 2018-2019, largely due to
factors outside of our control; such as increased
competition and a highly volatile market. Over
the past year, we implemented new strategies
to better support our Auckland branch, however
with a number of staffing changes and the
market downturn, we were unable to achieve the
desired outcomes. This has resulted in the difficult
decision to suspend our Auckland Oak Tree
operations. Over the past few months, we have
been working alongside affected staff to assist
them with redeployment opportunities.
In the coming year, we will be streamlining the
organisational structure of Oak Tree to a scalable
model which better responds to the buoyancy
of the market we operate in. A thorough review
process is underway, and we are looking forward

to rebuilding and restoring the business to a
strong position for the future.
Despite the challenges faced in Auckland, our
Christchurch branch has been less affected by
market fluctuations throughout the year. A number
of large contracts with new clients, combined with
a stable and loyal customer-base, has allowed the
Christchurch branch to continue to deliver sound
results. Staffing levels peaked at approximately 50
workers, which resulted in delivering a staggering
400 man-hours per week. A new record for Oak
Tree.

PEOPLE HIRED

As we continue to push forward, we will consider
sustainable growth opportunities. We are excited
for the year ahead, as we stabilise and solidify our
business for the future.

39

208

PEOPLE HIRED WHO
PREVIOUSLY RECEIVED A
GOVERNMENT BENEFIT

Mike Ellis
National Operations Manager

69
PEOPLE HAD BARRIERS
TO EMPLOYMENT

7,752
CONTAINERS DEVANNED
Mike Ellis
National
Operations Manager

Ray Hill
Christchurch
Team Leader

Tim Macdonald
2IC Operations

Bevin Kerr
Christchurch Team Leader,
Health & Safety Officer

Tracy Agi
Accounts, Administration
& Policies

Tara Kirkwood
Accounts
& Administration
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Yes. to exploring new places
New Zealand International Basketball Tours (NZIBT)
Launched in 2017, New Zealand International
Basketball Tours (NZIBT) is our youngest
social enterprise. It takes college basketball
teams from all over the world on tours of
New Zealand and Australia. Just like our
other social enterprises, profits from NZIBT
support the work of Pathway Trust.
Over the past financial year, NZIBT’s growth
has been steady. A highlight of the year was
welcoming the University of Hawaii women’s
basketball team and their crew of supporters,
with a total travel party of over 40 people.
NZIBT’s second year went from strength to
strength, taking on board learnings from the
previous year, growing vendor relationships, and
refining our communication channels with our
clients, as well as raising the financial contribution
to Pathway significantly.

season in 2019-2020 due to traveller safety
concerns. However, NZIBT is excited to advise that
it has booked its first corporate tour for the Ho’ea
Wealth Advisors for 2019-2020. The head of
Ho’ea, who is a donor of the University of Hawaii
women’s basketball team, participated in this
year’s supporter tour and enjoyed it so much that
he booked a corporate tour for the next financial
year.
There are early indications that NZIBT will host
two US basketball teams in 2020-2021. The tours
are currently in early development, so we’ll be
please to update you on these next year.
We look forward to continued growth and building
our brand recognition so that we not only increase
the number of tours, but increase our support of
Pathway Trust.

For the coming year, a key focus is to engage
in more face-to-face interactions with potential
clients and to showcase NZIBT at events which
are attended by college decision-makers.
Unfortunately, as a result of the devastating events
in Christchurch on 15 March 2019, we have been
unable to secure any college tours for the coming

Ashley Gayle
NZIBT Sports Tour Director

HAWAI’I RAINBOW
WAHINE TOUR 2018
Four fierce basketball games,
four beautiful cities, ten days
of adventures and hundreds
of laughs made this year’s
tour a very successful one.
NZIBT hosted a tour for the
basketball team of University of
Hawai’i Rainbow Wahine, as well
as a crew of their supporters
which featured family members
and donors of the athletic
programme.
The tour involved a total of
four games against top-level
competitors in packed out
stadiums across Australia and
New Zealand. The Wahine team
pulled off three narrow and hardfought victories against the Kiwis
and the Melbourne club, but went
down fighting to the Sydney ATC
Academy team.
The tour showed a lot of growth
from the last tour. The entire team
and travel party were ecstatic
about their tour and provided
great feedback. They have since
been helpful in referring NZIBT
to other teams in the market for
a tour.

2ND TOUR
CALIFORNIA
AND HAWAI’I

40+

PEOPLE
TRAVELLING

5K FANS

CHEERING ON
FACEBOOK LIVE
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Yes. to supporting social enterprises
Pathway Social Enterprise Hub

At Pathway we know that
starting, sustaining, and
growing a new social
enterprise can be very
challenging. It is often a
struggle to find the resources
and expertise needed to
grow, and sometimes this
can lead to difficulties. We
understand this because we
have been there.
In our 20-years of operation,
our social enterprises have
been given a great amount of
support which has often made
the difference between success
and failure. We are motivated
to give others the same support
that we received, so that they
too can make an impact in the
community. We do this through
our Pathway Social Enterprise
Hub, launched in 2017.
In this year’s report, we feature
the experience of two of the
social enterprises that have been
part of our journey.

Kirsten Billcliff
Chief Development Officer

$25K PROFIT DONATED
TOWARDS FIGHTING AGAINST SLAVERY

2 MILLION

PLASTIC STRAWS REPLACED

“Pathway has been nothing short of
amazing in supporting 27seconds. It’s a
great space for start-ups.

“Our partnership with Pathway has
been really beneficial for The Rubbish
Whisperer.

They provide so much help, encouragement
and are incredibly generous. We hold our
board meetings at Pathway and have also
used their hot desks and office facilities on a
regular basis. This has been immensely helpful
as a young business, – and is much more
professional than our lounge!
Part of the Pathway Social Enterprise Hub is
the opportunity to meet with Pathway staff
in key areas of their business. I am still so
grateful to have talked to their accountant in
the early days who advised us about how to
structure our business. It was the first time
we had heard that a business could legally
be structured as a ‘Charitable Company’.
This structure has allowed us to give away
more profits than previously. They also put
us in touch with a business mentor – who
consequently became a Director of our social
enterprise.
I feel like Pathway acts like a (good) older
sibling. Providing practical support to help you
grow.”

As well as providing meeting rooms and
warehousing, the support, expertise and
encouragement from Pathway staff has been
valuable to the growth and expansion of our
young social enterprise.
Because we don’t have an office in town it’s
hard to find a location to arrange meetings.
Pathway providing us with the use of their
facilities, meeting rooms, warehousing and
3PL services has been extremely useful when
meeting customers and suppliers, and to
expand our business by increasing the amount
of stock we are able to keep on hand. We were
even able to use Pathway’s address for our
water balloon amnesty when we asked the
public to send us disposable water balloons in
exchange for a discount off our reusable water
balloons. We then used the single-use water
balloons to make an entry into the World of
Wearable Arts awards.
Pathway has supported The Rubbish Whisperer
in many ways, we value our relationship with
them and hope to pay it forward by supporting
other social enterprises as we grow.”

Alanna Chapman
27seconds

Helen Townsend
The Rubbish Whisperer
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Yes. Pathway gave me a fresh start
Deakon’s* story
“Honestly, when I first heard about the Navigate
Initiative I thought it’d be crap. I was in prison
for many years, so you could classify me
as a bit of a professional when it comes to
courses and programmes. My psychologist
recommended participating in the Navigate
Initiative (NI), but I was about to withdraw. Then
I talked to Carey and Francis. They changed my
mind and I’m grateful they did.
I was released in March 2019. During the sixmonths I had spent in the Navigate Initiative I
participated in almost every class they offered,
which were great. However, I think the best thing
about the NI is it goes beyond prison.

“I’m a straight shooter,
so let me tell you
honestly: if you’re not
ready to change,
the NI isn’t for you.
The Pathway team are
not here to make this
choice for you. But once
you’ve made it, they’re
there all the way.”
- Deakon*

The team doesn’t drop you when it matters the
most: the second you leave prison. When you first
enter the NI, the Tu Ora Navigators are teachers,
they’re in charge and when you leave they become
your friends. Some days Anaru (Tu Ora Navigator)
comes to the accommodation which Pathway
helped me get and we play a game of chess and
catch up. I know I can call on them for help at any
time. Especially at those moments which used to
get me into trouble in the first place.
I’m a straight shooter, so let me tell you honestly:
if you’re not ready to change, the NI isn’t for you.
The Pathway team are not here to make this
choice for you. But once you’ve made it, they’re
there all the way. I personally decided to change
long before I got to know Pathway’s work.
Interestingly enough, retirement from my club life
was always a given for me and my partner once
we got older.

We used to sneak off from ‘the pack’ to go to a
theatre or listen to poetry, places we knew we
wouldn’t meet anyone we knew. Being part of a
club, you always have responsibilities and rules.
You’re expected to look down at people who aren’t
part of your group, they are ‘nobodies’.
What surprised me about the NI was the fact that
there were people from the community coming
inside the wire, voluntarily spending time with us.
They weren’t preaching to us to do better, they
were genuine and they shared their skills and
experience. Constantly meeting these ‘nobodies’
slowly changes your perspective. I’ve come to
realise that not everyone outside of my former club
is unworthy. On the contrary, being outside the wire
I am now a ‘nobody’: I’m a ghost to the club and
invisible to them. There are no more club rules and
responsibilities, I can live my life however I want,
and it’s the best feeling. It’s pure freedom.
Where to now? I want to spend all the time I
have left with my kids and my partner. My family
is the most important thing in my life, I am so
proud of them. One of my daughters wants to get
into forensic studies and the other one wants to
become a police officer. All I want is to be there for
them and move back home.”
- Deakon*
Pathway client
*name has been changed
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Yes. we need your support
Pathway fundraising initiatives
Alongside the income generated by our
social enterprises, our organisation benefits
from support from philanthropic grants and
individual donations.
2018 was the 20th birthday of Pathway,
celebrated at Riccarton Community Church with
previous and current staff, mentors and volunteers.
It was inspiring to speak with our mentors and
volunteers, many of whom have been with
Pathway for the majority of its journey, and to see
so many people past and present willing to say
Yes, both financially and with their time.
This financial year, fundraising efforts focused on
the 57% Event, raising money to launch and run
the Navigate Initiative - Reintegrative Community
(NI). The event was held on 12 July 2018 at the
Transitional Cathedral, attracting 500 people from
the community.
RNZ’s Kathryn Ryan led a panel discussion on
crime, reoffending and reintegration. Social
enterprises and partners of Pathway contributed
to the event by providing wine (27seconds), food
(Can Do Catering) and a trio to play at the event
(Christchurch Symphony Orchestra) all helping
make the event a success.
On the night, 25 supporter shares were committed
to. Each of these shares cost $1,000 annually,
with a five-year commitment. To date, a total of
$992,000 worth of support has been committed.
With the cost of the Navigate Initiative at

$1,725,000, this leaves $733,000 (147 supporter
shares) to reach our goal of funding the NI for a
five-year period.
The 57% Event occurred in place of our biennial
Charity Auction Fundraising Dinner which will now
take place on 18 October 2019 at the Tannery.
The financial challenges of providing the
services that impact our clients, and in turn our
communities, are only overcome through the
support of individuals, trusts, foundations and
businesses that are willing to partner with us.
Among many others, we would particularly like to
mention Rata Foundation, Hugo Charitable Trust,
and Dove Trust.

$253, 800

GENEROUSLY DONATED

97 DONORS

SUPPORTING PATHWAY

This year we have welcomed many new donors
and supporters to the Pathway family. We enjoy
being part of their journey just as much as them
being part of ours. We wish to sincerely thank
those who choose to partner with Pathway and
look forward to meeting new people interested in
helping others make a fresh start.
Because yes, we still need your help.

Kirsten Billcliff
Chief Development Officer

57% Event
Transitional Cathedral, 12.7.2018
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Pathway Trust financial report
2018-2019
The 2018-2019 financial year required some
major decisions for the Pathway group.
We’ve spent much of the year considering
ways to ensure that every dollar Pathway
generates goes further in funding the worldclass social services we provide.
Our social enterprises returned their best profit
for a number of years. However, because of the
development of our bespoke products (retractable
seating solutions), there were significant cash
pressures on the organisation. Consequently, cash
disbursements to our social services were reduced
compared to previous years.
The commencement of the Navigate Initiative,
coupled with the planned absence of the
Charity Auction (our largest fundraising event),
put pressure on overall resources. This partly
resulted in the need to sell one of our small
rental properties, suspend our loss-making Oak
Tree Auckland labour hire division and enter into
discussions with lenders to provide the working
capital our social enterprises needed to thrive
and maintain funding for our social services.
Fortunately, we were able to deliver the activities
we planned, the outcomes of which you will

Pathway Trust operational social services
have read about elsewhere, including funding
an additional three front-line staff to work in the
Navigate Initiative unit.

REVENUE SUMMARY 2019
Raised Revenue
Gifted Revenue

Earned income from within the Pathway Charitable
Group provided 75% of our funding, half of that
from our social enterprises. The bulk (76%) of
funding was used to employ the front-line staff
who help give individuals a shot at a fresh start.
With a tighter management of our working capital,
a leaner organisation, and a focus on alternative
sources of funds, we’re confident we are well
positioned for the next steps.

Marcus Daff
Financial Controller

Earned Revenue
2019

2018

Raised Revenue

$137,491

$159,339

Gifted Revenue

$116,364

$150,851

Earned Revenue

$766,556

$732,055

Total Revenue

$1,020,411

$1,042,245

Pathway Trust operational social services
EXPENDITURE SUMMARY 2019
Affordable Housing
Retreat Services

Reintegration Services

2019

2018

$56,132

$81,496

Retreat Services

$118,970

$239,416

Reintegration Services

$971,008

$646,318

Total Expenses

$1,146,110

$967,230

Profit/(Loss)

($125,699)

$75,015

Affordable Housing
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Yes. is not possible without you
From our supporters
MENTOR: AMY HEDGE

Amy Hedge
Mentor

“I have only been mentoring for a short time but I can already say that
becoming a mentor for Pathway has been one of the most rewarding things
I have done. To be a member of a strong mentor team that not only gives
support to those in need, but also to other mentors in the programme,
has been extremely helpful, insightful and enjoyable. My mentee and I hit
it off straight away and we have made going out for coffee, lunch, and
hours of chats a regular occurrence. While these things may seem like
small gestures, this time spent together provides positive interactions for
us both, and I very much look forward to it. I am really enjoying having the
opportunity to give my time and support to someone, and hopefully help
them build a brighter future.”

SUPPORTERS: DR MALCOLM & ANNA MCKELLAR

Dr Malcolm McKellar
Supporter

“At the very least, all of us have an interest in reducing the social impact
and financial cost of crime and incarceration. However, you quickly realise
that many of these guys had horrible upbringings and that they have not
been fortunate to have the social support and resources that many of us
had growing up. You find yourself making a real contribution to the lives of
these guys as people, and being one of the few ‘good men’ they know. I’ve
discovered that many of these men are talented, interesting characters, who
have enriched my life.”

VOLUNTEER: CATE WALTON

Cate Walton
Volunteer

“People have asked me why I would volunteer to work with people through
the Pathway Trust. My reasons are that I believe it is important to see people
as human-beings who may have made bad choices, rather than defining
them by these bad decisions.
I have found working as a volunteer counsellor for Pathway a huge privilege.
I have had the opportunity to meet people who are working very hard to
become the best person they can be. This work is focused on building hope,
seeing a person’s potential, and having a belief that they can achieve their
goals of being productive members of society.”

132 VOLUNTEERS

49 MENTORS

WE CREATE
POSSIBILITIES

NOT PROMISES

SOMETIMES THIS

LEADS TO
MIRACLES

www.pathway.org.nz
44 Mandeville Street, Riccarton, Christchurch 8011, New Zealand
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